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Judiciary Power 
 Court of the State of Espírito Santo

Unified Procedural Monitoring

Not valid as certificate

Process: 0006267-82.2021.8.08.0024 Initial Petition: 202100335986 Situation: Processing

Court: VICTORY - 10th CIVIL COURT

Distribution Date: 03/31/2021 16:00 Reason for Distribution: Distribution by lot

Action: Common Civil Procedure Nature: Civil Filing Date: 03/31/2021

Cause Amount: R $ 2000

Main subject: CIVIL PROCEDURAL AND LABOR LAW - Process and Procedure - Anticipation of Guardianship / Specific Guardianship

Secondary issues
CIVIL LAW - Civil Liability - Indemnity for Moral Damage

Process Parts
Applicant

JOSE RENATO CASAGRANDE
MARIANE PORTO DO SACRAMENTO - 22181 / ES

Required
JACKSON RANGEL VIEIRA JUNIOR

SORAYA MANATO

Decision

Judge: MARCELO PIMENTEL

Device :

For the above, I DEFY THE REQUEST FOR URGENCY GUARDIANITY , which I do
based on art. 300 of the CPC, for:

 

a) DETERMINE that the defendants, within 24 (twenty four) hours , remove the content
from the pages contained in the following URL's:

 

https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76826/pen-drive-mostra-mails-direcao-dahua-
montando-licitacao-detran-muito-antes-sua-publicacao
 

https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76814/escandalo-pen-drive-denuncia-fala-
propina-r-40-mi-casagrande-seu-grupo

 

https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76866/majeski-encistão-pedido-apuracao-
contrato-r-139-9-milhoes-detran-1
 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBiWPfD3dM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
 

https://www.facebook.com/drasorayamanato/photos/a.323314868540460/823806648491277/
 

https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76826/pen-drive-mostra-mails-direcao-dahua-montando-licitacao-detran-muito-antes-sua-publicacao
https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76814/escandalo-pen-drive-denuncia-fala-propina-r-40-mi-casagrande-seu-grupo
https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76866/majeski-encaminha-pedido-apuracao-contrato-r-139-9-milhoes-detran-1
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBiWPfD3dM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.facebook.com/drasorayamanato/photos/a.323314868540460/823806648491277/
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b) DETERMINING that it be officiated to FACEBOOK SERVICOS ONLINE DO BRASIL
LTDA , a private legal entity, registered with CNPJ nº 13.347.016 / 0001-17, with headquarters at Rua
Leopoldo Couto de Magalhães Junior, 700, 5th floor, Neighborhood: Itaim Bibi, City: São Paulo CEP:
04542-000, which can be reached by e-mail: rcavalieros@fb.com and telephones Tel: (11) 2392-4012 /
(11) 9 7246-3969 (Rick Cavalieros), to remove, in 24 (twenty four) hours , the content of the following
pages:

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBiWPfD3dM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
 

https://www.facebook.com/drasorayamanato/photos/a.323314868540460/823806648491277/
 

Since now, the daily fine is fixed in case of non-compliance by the defendants in the
amount of R $ 10,000.00 (ten thousand reais), up to the limit of R $ 200,000.00 (two hundred
thousand reais).

 

Be fulfilled through the bailiff on duty.
 

If this is not possible, this order is to be fulfilled, serving as a warrant, duly
accompanied by the counterfeit.

 

The defendant party may be cited for, within 15 (fifteen) working days, if they wish
to file a defense.

 

I fail to designate the conciliation hearing provided for in art. 334 of the CPC.
 

Quote yourself. The parties to this decision are intimidated. Officiate yourself.

Decision:

STATE OF THE SPIRIT HOLY 
 JUDICIAL POWER 

 VICTORY - 10th CIVIL COURT

 

 

Case Number: 0006267-82.2021.8.08.0024

Applicant: JOSE RENATO CASAGRANDE

Defendant: SORAYA MANATO, JACKSON RANGEL VIEIRA JUNIOR

 

D E C I S
 

AUTOS VISAS IN INSPECTION

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBiWPfD3dM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.facebook.com/drasorayamanato/photos/a.323314868540460/823806648491277/
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JOSE RENATO CASAGRANDE , duly qualified in the case file, filed a DEFENSE
ACTION FOR MORAL DAMAGES C / C LIMIT REQUEST in disadvantage of JACKSON RANGEL
VIEIRA and SORAYA MANATO , in which he alleges that the first defendant, under false
journalistic cloak, published two offensive posts, of content known to be untrue for the sole
purpose of offending it.

 

It maintains that the first post, under the title "URGENT: Pen drive proves
corruption in the DETRAN bid of R $ 139 million and involves governor of ES" , does not present
any proof, which ends up directly denigrating its honor and image.

 

Furthermore, I argue that the post does not contain any journalistic content, only
defamatory.

 

Still, it brings a second post, under the title “Pen drive scandal: denouncement
talks about a R $ 40 million bribe for Casagrande and his group” .

 

At this juncture, too, he stresses that there is a criminal affirmation, without
proof that there would be a distribution of his own to the author, without proving or granting
him the contradictory in the alleged journalistic matter to refute the facts, configuring the
intention to offend.

 

Regarding the second defendant, the plaintiff points out that the latter committed
the offense of posting on his social network a statement that there was corruption in DETRAN
with the governor's involvement, without any proof, using the first defendant's publications for
this purpose.

 

In view of this, it requires the granting of the anticipation of guardianship,
unprecedented changes part , determining that the defendants remove immediately, under
penalty of daily fine, the content of the page contained in the URLs, as well as be made official
to FACEBOOK SERVICOS ONLINE DO BRASIL LTDA so that it excludes the post, contained in
the URLs provided in the initial.

 

The completed file came to me.

 

It is the brief report. I decide as follows.

 

It is known that urgent relief, in accordance with the provisions of the caput of
art. 300 of the CPC, " will be granted when there are elements that evidence the probability of
the right and the danger of damage or risk to the useful result of the process ".

 

The probability of the right is that the judge is convinced, by the arguments and
evidence of evidence collected in the case file, that the plausibility of the right invoked by the
plaintiff has been demonstrated.
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As for the danger of damage or risk to the useful result of the process, it refers to
the need to protect the right invoked immediately.

 

When compelling the records, I understand the granting of the required
emergency relief , which I will explain.

 

Well, initially, it should be noted that it cannot be denied that the defendants
enjoy freedom of expression of thought, in line with the rules contained in articles 5, item IV,
and 220, caput, of the CF / 1988.

 

On the other hand, it must be remembered that this fundamental right is not
absolute, so it must be exercised without attacking the basic rights of others.

 

This is because the same constitutional text also guarantees the right to honor
and image through the said device, in item X, having the same importance and relevance as
freedom of thought.

The fact that the first defendant reported in the newspaper called “Folha do

Espírito Santo” 
[1]

 that “The Pen Drive of the company DAHUA was leaked and proves the
fraudulent scheme of the bidding of Detran-ES, of the order of R $ 139 million, which directly
involves the governor of Espírito Santo, Renato Casagrande (PSB) ” and “ The assembly and
direction of the bidding was all articulated by Vitor Murad. He is the operator of Secretary Tyago
Hoffmann and Governor Renato Casagrande in technology schemes ” , these are delicate
statements, since he blames the author for committing crimes, without however presenting
evidence.

 

At the same juncture is the second news 
[2]

 , stating that “The bidding is being
accelerated by organized crime within the Government of ES , for DETRAN to immediately sign
the contract with the DAHUA consortium, having even called for a field test. in the middle of a
pandemic, against the lockdown of Governor Renato Casagrande. A bizarre and suspicious
show of interest ”.

 

In the same way, the second defendant acted by pointing out that there was

corruption in DETRAN with the involvement of the Governor, without any proof. 
[3]

 

As a result, I have, at first sight, that the defendants abused their right to free
expression of thought, evidencing the clear intention to tarnish the plaintiff's honor, mainly due
to the position of governor of the State, occupied by the same, exceeding the acceptable limits,
violating the author's personality right.

 

Thus, the probability of the right was properly configured.
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The danger of damage or the risk to the useful result of the process, in turn, are
present insofar as the excess in the dissemination of news is determined in the context of
summary cognition, notorious the fact that these imputations are passed on with speed
because they are news released on the internet, which can tarnish the plaintiff's image.

 

Finally, I emphasize that the present measure has no irreversible character ,
since any reform of this decision by the appropriate appeals procedure will imply the possibility
that the defendant will resume the disclosure of the materials / publications whose exclusion is
determined herein.

 

For the above, I DEFY THE REQUEST FOR URGENCY GUARDIANITY , which I do
based on art. 300 of the CPC, for:

 

a) DETERMINE that the defendants, within 24 (twenty four) hours , remove the
content from the pages contained in the following URL's:

 

https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76826/pen-drive-mostra-mails-
direcao-dahua-montando-licitacao-detran-muito-antes-sua-publicacao

 

https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76814/escandalo-pen-drive-denuncia-
fala-propina-r-40-mi-casagrande-seu-grupo

 

https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76866/majeski-encistão-pedido-
apuracao-contrato-r-139-9-milhoes-detran-1

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBiWPfD3dM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

 

https://www.facebook.com/drasorayamanato/photos/a.323314868540460/823806648491277/

 

b) DETERMINING that it be officiated to FACEBOOK SERVICOS ONLINE DO
BRASIL LTDA , a private legal entity, registered with CNPJ nº 13.347.016 / 0001-17, with
headquarters at Rua Leopoldo Couto de Magalhães Junior, 700, 5th floor, Neighborhood: Itaim
Bibi, City: São Paulo CEP: 04542-000, which can be reached by e-mail: rcavalieros@fb.com and
telephones Tel: (11) 2392-4012 / (11) 9 7246-3969 (Rick Cavalieros), to remove, in 24 (twenty four)
hours , the content of the following pages:

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBiWPfD3dM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

 

https://www.facebook.com/drasorayamanato/photos/a.323314868540460/823806648491277/

 

https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76826/pen-drive-mostra-mails-direcao-dahua-montando-licitacao-detran-muito-antes-sua-publicacao
https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76814/escandalo-pen-drive-denuncia-fala-propina-r-40-mi-casagrande-seu-grupo
https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76866/majeski-encaminha-pedido-apuracao-contrato-r-139-9-milhoes-detran-1
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBiWPfD3dM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.facebook.com/drasorayamanato/photos/a.323314868540460/823806648491277/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBiWPfD3dM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.facebook.com/drasorayamanato/photos/a.323314868540460/823806648491277/
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Since now, the daily fine is fixed in case of non-compliance by the defendants in
the amount of R $ 10,000.00 (ten thousand reais), up to the limit of R $ 200,000.00 (two hundred
thousand reais).

 

Be fulfilled through the bailiff on duty.

 

If this is not possible, this order is to be fulfilled, serving as a warrant, duly
accompanied by the counterfeit.

 

The defendant party may be cited for, within 15 (fifteen) working days, if they
wish to file a defense.

 

I fail to designate the conciliation hearing provided for in art. 334 of the CPC.

 

Quote yourself. The parties to this decision are intimidated. Officiate yourself.

 

Vitória (ES), March 31, 2021.

 

MARCELO PIMENTEL

Judge of Law

 

[1]
 https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-espirito-santo/76712/urgente-pen-drive-comprova-corrupcao-na-licitacao-detran-r-139-

milhoes-envolve-governador-es

[2]
 https://www.folhadoes.com/noticia/politica-denuncia/76814/escandalo-pen-drive-denuncia-fala-propina-r-40-mi-casagrande-seu-

grupo

[3]
 https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBiWPfD3dM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

https://www.facebook.com/drasorayamanato/photos/a.323314868540460/823806648491277/
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